


This Playsuit Body Teddy is made to tease. Made from a 
thin black stretch nylon/spandex mesh, slightly hiding 
the playful parts underneath letting him peek. Conve-
nient hook closure back. A generous amount of elastic 
straps add to the tease while wrapping all best curves 
seductively and giving her that “naughty girl” look. 
Earring accessory not included.

CROTCHLESS PLAY-
SUIT BODY TEDDY - 
BLACK MESH, STRAPS

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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This Playsuit Body Teddy is made to tease. Made from a 
thin black stretch nylon/spandex mesh, slightly hiding 
the playful parts underneath letting him peek. Conve-
nient hook closure back. A generous amount of elastic 
straps add to the tease while wrapping all best curves 
seductively and giving her that “naughty girl” look. 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-D199



This Play Suit Teddy is elegantly detailed with floral 
patterned lace. Playful elastic straps crossing and 
wrapping the torso beautifully blend the top and midriff 
while pulling up on the side to accent and enhance the 
curves of the hips. The contrasting bare back look will 
have her spinning with delight. The “almost naked” look 
and feel of this play suit will surely add excitement and 
sex appeal to any shape. Simple tie straps on the middle 
back and behind the neck are great for looks and adjust-
ment, allowing some adjustment for different sizes.

PLAY SUIT LINGERIE 
TEDDY BODY WITH 
BLACK FLORAL LACE

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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uit Teddy is elegantly detailed with floral 
patterned lace. Playful elastic straps crossing and 
wrapping the torso beautifully blend the top and midriff 
while pulling up on the side to accent and enhance the 
curves of the hips. The contrasting bare back look will 
have her spinning with delight. The “almost naked” look 
and feel of this play suit will surely add excitement and 

imple tie straps on the middle 
back and behind the neck are great for looks and adjust-
ment, allowing some adjustment for different sizes.

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H197



Our new White and Black Stretch Lace Chemise is in-
spired by wild sea hawk feathers. Ribbon bows and faux 
leather fringe highlight and contrast the lace. Bring-
ing together a simple yet detailed design in tasteful 
seduction. This revealing yet teasing Chemise will make 
him watch in awe. The low riding design will show off 
and enhance her wonderful hourglass curves. Three ties 
on the back add to the overall elegance and sex appeal 
of the design, while adding comfort and adjustment to 
different sizes.

HAWK INSPIRED CHE-
MISE

Size:  S/M, M/L

Color:  As Shown.
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ace Chemise is in-
ibbon bows and faux 

leather fringe highlight and contrast the lace. Bring-
ing together a simple yet detailed design in tasteful 
seduction. This revealing yet teasing Chemise will make 
him watch in awe. The low riding design will show off 
and enhance her wonderful hourglass curves. Three ties 
on the back add to the overall elegance and sex appeal 
of the design, while adding comfort and adjustment to 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H200



Set of bra and crotchless panties. Made from stretch 
nylon lace fabric accented with faux pearl beads de-
tailing the front of bra and up the middle of the panties, 
perfectly riding the best lines of her form. Covering them 
up yet commanding attention. Fold over lace trim high-
lights the edges bringing a tasteful and sexy aura around 
the lovely parts they cover. Satin bow accents contrast 
the lace and add flare. Huge rings in front and back of 
the lingerie set give it a perfect fold to form appearance 
making an elegant and comfortable wrap to that pretty 
package.

STRETCH BLACK LACE 
FAUX PEARLS BRRA 
AND PANTIES SET

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Set of bra and crotchless panties. Made from stretch 
nylon lace fabric accented with faux pearl beads de
tailing the front of bra and up the middle of the panties, 
perfectly riding the best lines of her form. Covering them 
up yet commanding attention. Fold over lace trim high-
lights the edges bringing a tasteful and sexy aura around 
the lovely parts they cover. 
the lace and add flare. 
the lingerie set give it a perfect fold to form appearance 
making an elegant and comfortable wrap to that pretty 
package.

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H204



Faux pearl beads crotchless g-string with yellow rosette 
and polka dot stretch lace features a strappy design 
back with minimal rear coverage and victorian style 
stretch lace front. A simple and sexy treat for the wearer 
and lucky viewers.

CROTCHLESS 
G-STRING PANTIES 
WITH FAUX YELLOW 
PEARLS

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Faux pearl beads crotchless g-string with yellow rosette 
and polka dot stretch lace features a strappy design 
back with minimal rear coverage and victorian style 
stretch lace front. A simple and sexy treat for the wearer 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H205



Our sexy Bridal Lingerie Set features a triangle bra and 
crotchless beaded panties with lots of satin ribbon bows. 
Perfect for a wedding night, or a just a vigorous reenact-
ment ! White lace highlights and accents skin tones and 
showing off a great tan, beautiful dark skin or to bring 
out the shining blue eyes of your fantasy bride! Perfect 
on all colors and shapes of women. Snug fitting for 
comfort and fun. Generous openings in the panties draw 
attention to the special places. Lace gloves FAF-H138 
are not included.

LACE BRA AND PANT-
IES SET - CROTCHLESS 
BRIDAL LINGERIE 
WITH BEADS

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Our sexy Bridal L
crotchless beaded panties with lots of satin ribbon bows. 
Perfect for a wedding night, or a just a vigorous reenact
ment ! White lace highlights and accents skin tones and 
showing off a great tan, beautiful dark skin or to bring 
out the shining blue eyes of your fantasy bride! Perfect 
on all colors and shapes of women. 
comfort and fun. 
attention to the special places. 
are not included.

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H208



This bra and crotchless panties set is made of Italian 
printed lace, bead strands and elastic black straps. 
Beautiful Leopard print accents the strappy design that 
follows the curves of her form in an amazing way. The 
simple back straps offer a generous view of skin bound 
together with very sexy curve outlining straps.

BRA AND CROTCH-
LESS PANTIES SET 
LEOPARD/BLACK

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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This bra and crotchless panties set is made of Italian 
printed lace, bead strands and elastic black straps. 

eopard print accents the strappy design that 
follows the curves of her form in an amazing way. The 
simple back straps offer a generous view of skin bound 
together with very sexy curve outlining straps.

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H209



Our new Criss Cross Body features a great looking 
thong bottom and two back ties for easy size adjustments. 
Made of fine Italian printed lace. Soft and luxurious with 
an eye catching and unique pattern. Riding high on 
the hips, this will greatly accent beautiful curves from 
the top down. It will just feel great to wear! Imagine if a 
leopard had the wings of a butterfly. If you could wear 
them, it would look and feel like this!

WILD CRISS CROSS 
BODY LEOPARD PRINT 
LACE

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Our new Criss Cross Body features a great looking 
thong bottom and two back ties for easy size adjustments. 
Made of fine Italian printed lace. 
an eye catching and unique pattern. 
the hips, this will greatly accent beautiful curves from 
the top down. It will just feel great to wear! 
leopard had the wings of a butterfly. 
them, it would look and feel like this!

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H210



Faux pearl beads on a crotchless g-string with yellow 
rosette and polka dot stretch lace features strappy 
design back with minimal rear coverage and victorian 
style stretch lace front.

CROTCHLESS 
G-STRING PANTIES 
WITH FAUX YELLOW 
PEARLS

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Faux pearl beads on a crotchless g-string with yellow 
rosette and polka dot stretch lace features strappy 
design back with minimal rear coverage and victorian 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H211



Open Bodysuit - Our Hot and Sexy Lingerie Play Suit 
features lots of straps all over your body. This outfit is the 
perfect way to be the hottest lady in red, with the look 
and feel of wearing nothing. Great for an enticing show 
of your natural sex appeal with added lines and defini-
tion to your hottest areas. Crotchless / nipple coverups 
not included.

CROSS STRAP SUPER 
SEXY PLAY SUIT

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Open Bodysuit - 
features lots of straps all over your body. This outfit is the 
perfect way to be the hottest lady in red, with the look 
and feel of wearing nothing. 
of your natural sex appeal with added lines and defini
tion to your hottest areas. Crotchless / nipple coverups 
not included.

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H212



Our White Lace body with straps and crotchless bottom 
is made to draw the eye to key areas and follow the 
lines that make your shape great! Lite blue satin ribbon 
accents highlight the intersecting lines of the garment. 
High riding straps show off your hips from the top down. 
Open bottom back makes that sexy bottom the center 
of attention from the backside view. The beautiful white 
coloration greatly enhances any skin-tone. This garment 
will show off your sexy dark skin or that new sun tan 
along with that great figure bringing together the per-
fect blend female color and form in its many beautiful 
varieties.

BRIDAL BODY WITH 
STRAPS CROTCHLESS 
BOTTOM

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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ace body with straps and crotchless bottom 
is made to draw the eye to key areas and follow the 

ite blue satin ribbon 
accents highlight the intersecting lines of the garment. 

igh riding straps show off your hips from the top down. 
pen bottom back makes that sexy bottom the center 

of attention from the backside view. The beautiful white 
coloration greatly enhances any skin-tone. This garment 
will show off your sexy dark skin or that new sun tan 
along with that great figure bringing together the per-
fect blend female color and form in its many beautiful 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H214



Chemise is made of high quality Italian printed nylon 
lace and ruffled white elastic trim. Large satin bows in 
the front of the garment add the right touch of inno-
cence to the overall look while the vibrant coloration 
adds exotic flare to all skin tones that lay beneath. This 
garment combines warm coloration and hot sex appeal 
that adds contrasting lines to your shape. Its low riding 
on the hips shows a generous peak at your great bottom 
but still teases with a colorful coverup. Neck and back 
ties for different size adjustments to help give it a perfect 
just for you.

MINI CHEMISE PRINT-
ED WAVES PURPLE/
WHITE

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Chemise is made of high quality 
lace and ruffled white elastic trim. 
the front of the garment add the right touch of inno
cence to the overall look while the vibrant coloration 
adds exotic flare to all skin tones that lay beneath. This 
garment combines warm coloration and hot sex appeal 
that adds contrasting lines to your shape. 
on the hips shows a generous peak at your great bottom 
but still teases with a colorful coverup. 
ties for different size adjustments to help give it a perfect 
just for you.

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H216



Skirtini crotchless thong is made of embroidered mesh, 
elastic trim, yellow-green bead strand and white/yel-
low-green bow accents. Contrasting and complimenting 
design looks great with any skin tone.

SKIRTINI CROTCHLESS 
THONG HONEYMOON 
LINGERIE WHITE/YEL-
LOW-GREEN

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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kirtini crotchless thong is made of embroidered mesh, 
elastic trim, yellow-green bead strand and white/yel-
low-green bow accents. Contrasting and complimenting 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H217



Our Bra, Panties and Garter Belt Set is made of the best 
Italian Lace with Printed Fuchsia/Black Polka Dot 
patterns and Stretch Lace. Hook and eye back closures 
make the set easy to wear. The design of this set is made 
to contrast and enhance the different points of the hour-
glass female shape. Generously show off an apple bottom 
or greatly enhance slighter curves. Flowing straps add 
to the complexity of the many curves defined by this 
set. Little bows add flare and contrast while the soft 
luxurious fabric offers a generous preview of what awaits 
underneath. A very exciting outfit that commands 
attention to any form lucky enough to be underneath! 
Boots, gloves and earring accessories are not included.

SET OF BRA, PANTIES 
AND GARTER BELT 
WITH FUCHSIA POLKA 
DOT LACE

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Our Bra, Panties and 
Italian Lace with Printed Fuchsia/Black Polka 
patterns and Stretch 
make the set easy to wear. The design of this set is made 
to contrast and enhance the different points of the hour
glass female shape. 
or greatly enhance slighter curves. Flowing straps add 
to the complexity of the many curves defined by this 
set. Little bows add flare and contrast while the soft 
luxurious fabric offers a generous preview of what awaits 
underneath. A very exciting outfit that commands 
attention to any form lucky enough to be underneath! 
Boots, gloves and earring accessories are not included.

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H218



This super sexy body suit features a strappy design with 
rings and satin rosettes. Straps are made of elastic and 
easily adjust to your size. Simply show off that amazing 
body with this very stimulating piece. Minimal cover can 
sometimes lead to the max amounts of attention. A slight 
tease with an “almost naked” look and feel. The simple 
bandage like symbols ringed together bring a bad girl 
fantasy nurse to bring to life to a classic image sure to 
excite your lucky viewer.

BODY WITH STRAPS 
- BANDAGE LOOK 
WHITE/TEAL

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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This super sexy body suit features a strappy design with 
traps are made of elastic and 

imply show off that amazing 
body with this very stimulating piece. Minimal cover can 
sometimes lead to the max amounts of attention. A slight 
tease with an “almost naked” look and feel. The simple 
bandage like symbols ringed together bring a bad girl 
fantasy nurse to bring to life to a classic image sure to 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H219



These garter belts are made of lace and elastic straps 
with Back ties for size adjustment. Form complimenting 
design outlines and highlights the three contrasting 
curves of the lower female form.

BLACK GARTER BELT 
WITH LACE TRIAN-
GLES

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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These garter belts are made of lace and elastic straps 
with Back ties for size adjustment. Form complimenting 
design outlines and highlights the three contrasting 
curves of the lower female form.

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H220



This very Exotic lingerie set has a crotchless bottom with 
bead strands in the perfect spot. Made of fine printed 
Italian nylon lace this this garment stands out with a 
multi layered look that has as many curves as the female 
form itself. Offer and generous peek from behind and a 
view from the front that will entice lucky viewers into 
wanting to see more.  Bra has ties for size adjustment and 
offers a beautiful ring design in front with festive beads 
beneath.

BRA AND CROTCH-
LESS PANTIES SET WITH 
BEADS

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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This very Exotic lingerie set has a crotchless bottom with 
bead strands in the perfect spot. Made of fine printed 
talian nylon lace this this garment stands out with a 

multi layered look that has as many curves as the female 
ffer and generous peek from behind and a 

view from the front that will entice lucky viewers into 
wanting to see more.  Bra has ties for size adjustment and 
offers a beautiful ring design in front with festive beads 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H221



The Open bust top made of elastic straps has a great 
bow accent like a bunny tie. The great black and white 
contrasting design looks great on all skin tones wrapping 
body curves and highlighting them. This naughty little 
tuxedo of straps is a very fun way of playing “bunny 
girl” Little bow over the backside tops the bottom with 
a gift to unwrap appearance. Click in back closure for 
convenience.

OPEN BUST TOP HAR-
NESS

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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The Open bust top made of elastic straps has a great 
bow accent like a bunny tie. The great black and white 
contrasting design looks great on all skin tones wrapping 
body curves and highlighting them. This naughty little 
tuxedo of straps is a very fun way of playing “bunny 
girl” Little bow over the backside tops the bottom with 
a gift to unwrap appearance. Click in back closure for 
convenience.

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H222



The amazing design of this bra and crotchless panties 
set is truly mind blowing. It’s open bottom backside and 
high riding front offer a beautiful contrast of form with 
an elegant and alluring wrap of your sexy shape. The 
bow tie in the back teases by only covering a little and 
when in motion will give great peeks. Made of stretch 
Italian print polka dot lace its a very stand out pattern 
that simply draws the eye. The unique design also allows 
for both bra and panties to be adjusted to many shapes 
and sizes. Nylon/Spandex. Accessories are not included.

BRA AND CROTCH-
LESS PANTIES SET 
BLACK/YELLOW 
POLKA DOT

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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The amazing design of this bra and crotchless panties 
t’s open bottom backside and 

high riding front offer a beautiful contrast of form with 
an elegant and alluring wrap of your sexy shape. The 
bow tie in the back teases by only covering a little and 
when in motion will give great peeks. Made of stretch 
talian print polka dot lace its a very stand out pattern 

that simply draws the eye. The unique design also allows 
for both bra and panties to be adjusted to many shapes 

pandex. Accessories are not included.

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H223



Garter belt is made of Italian printed nylon lace, 
trimmed with color contrasting bows that really bring 
it to life. Easily show off an hourglass shape or enhance 
more slender figures. The contrasting colors and low to 
high design focuses attention to those curves. Hook and 
eye back closure for size adjustment. Polka dot print, bow 
accents, elastic garter.

GARTER BELT POLKA 
DOT LACE YELLOW/
BLACK

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Garter belt is made of 
trimmed with color contrasting bows that really bring 
it to life. Easily show off an hourglass shape or enhance 
more slender figures. The contrasting colors and low to 
high design focuses attention to those curves. 
eye back closure for size adjustment. Polka dot print, bow 
accents, elastic garter.

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H225



Chemise has beautiful front bows in contrasting color 
adding a touch of innocence and adjustable bra design 
for different busts. Made of Italian printed nylon lace 
it feels as luxurious as it looks. Riding Low on the hips 
generously accents curves offering generous visions of 
what lies beneath.

MINI CHEMISE WITH 
POLKA DOT PRINT 
BLACK/FUCHSIA

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Chemise has beautiful front bows in contrasting color 
adding a touch of innocence and adjustable bra design 

talian printed nylon lace 
ow on the hips 

generously accents curves offering generous visions of 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H226



This bra and panties set with its strappy design and lacy 
feel is simple yet elegant. Leopard like print turns her 
into that “sexy kitty” in a playful mood. Garment is made 
of Italian printed nylon lace. Hooks for closure makes 
putting it on easy.

BRA AND PANTIES 
SET SEE THRU PRINT-
ED LACE LEOPARD/
BLACK

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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This bra and panties set with its strappy design and lacy 
feel is simple yet elegant. 
into that “sexy kitty” in a playful mood. 
of Italian printed nylon lace. 
putting it on easy.

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H227



Garter belt features a very kinky cage design that high-
lights and enhances the 3 points of an hourglass shape, 
elastic straps worn in pattern show the cage design, 
stocking holders in the front and back of the garment.

GARTERBELT CAGE

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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arter belt features a very kinky cage design that high-
lights and enhances the 3 points of an hourglass shape, 
elastic straps worn in pattern show the cage design, 
stocking holders in the front and back of the garment.

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H228



Bra and mini skirt set features an elastic strap trim and 
see through mesh details. A generous view of what 
awaits underneath can be shown off while having the 
feel of being covered up. The unique crisscross front and 
full mesh back compliment any shape. Hook and eye 
closure back for ease of use.

BRA AND MINI SKIRT 
SET BLACK/BURGUN-
DY

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Bra and mini skirt set features an elastic strap trim and 
see through mesh details. A generous view of what 
awaits underneath can be shown off while having the 
feel of being covered up. The unique crisscross front and 

Hook and eye 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H230



Bra, panties and garter belt set features strappy design 
with midriff lace to enhance and show off those great 
curves. This beautiful wrap for the female form is sure 
to bring excitement to any evening activity. Straps are 
made of elastic. Hook and eye closure back.

SEXY THREE PIECE SET

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Bra, panties and garter belt set features strappy design 
with midriff lace to enhance and show off those great 
curves. This beautiful wrap for the female form is sure 
to bring excitement to any evening activity. 
made of elastic. H

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H233



This Crotchless Skirtini G-string features a girly girl 
pink and black color design with a perfectly placed 
bead strand. Made of embroidered nylon mesh with an 
elastic band and plastic beads.

SKIRTINI CROTCHLESS 
G-STRING WITH BEADS

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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-string features a girly girl 
pink and black color design with a perfectly placed 
bead strand. Made of embroidered nylon mesh with an 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H234



Crotchless g-string with the bead strand colored to 
match a candy cane.  Made from embroidered stretch 
mesh with bows accents. Sure to look very sweet!

CROTCHLESS 
G-STRING WITH 
CANDY CANE BEAD 
STRAND WHITE/BUR-
GUNDY

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Crotchless g-string with the bead strand colored to 
match a candy cane.  Made from embroidered stretch 
mesh with bows accents. 

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H235



Bra, panties and garter belt set features strappy design 
and amazing deep coloration. Italian printed nylon lace 
fabric has beautifully warm purple and white color 
swirls. Straps are made of elastic. Hook and eye closure 
back.

SEXY THREE PIECE SET 
PURPLE SWIRLES

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Bra, panties and garter belt set features strappy design 
talian printed nylon lace 

fabric has beautifully warm purple and white color 
ook and eye closure 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H236



Body is made of elastic straps and two tone rosettes with 
a bead strand crotch. Designed to simply show off that 
great shape. Giving your sexiest parts and great outline 
drawing the eye to your best assets :-) Enjoy!!

OPEN CUPS AND 
CROTCHLESS PLAY-
SUIT BODY WITH 
BEADS BLACK/FUCH-
SIA

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Body is made of elastic straps and two tone rosettes with 
a bead strand crotch. 
great shape. Giving your sexiest parts and great outline 
drawing the eye to your best assets :-) Enjoy!!

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie

FAF-H238



Bra, panties, garter belt and skirt set is made of Italian 
printed nylon lace and stretch faux leather panels. A 
real fun and playful outfit. Curve enhancing design with 
a great multi layered look. Hook and eye closure back.

FOUR PIECE SET LACE 
AND FAUX LEATHER 
BLACK/LEOPARD

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Bra, panties, garter belt and skirt set is made of Italian 
printed nylon lace and stretch faux leather panels. A 
real fun and playful outfit. Curve enhancing design with 

ook and eye closure back.

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 
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This Crotchless Skirtini G-string features a girly girl 
pink and black color design with a perfectly placed 
bead strand. Made of embroidered nylon mesh with an 
elastic band and plastic beads.

SKIRTINI CROTCHLESS 
G-STRING WITH BEADS

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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This Crotchless S
pink and black color design with a perfectly placed 
bead strand. Made of embroidered nylon mesh with an 
elastic band and plastic beads.

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.

Fearless and Fun Lingerie
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Garter belt with side ties and two layer ruffled skirt. fea-
turing beautiful polka dot patterned lace that matches 
the satin ribbon bows.Ties on the side can be used for size 
adjustment.

GARTER BELT WITH 
SIDE TIES

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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arter belt with side ties and two layer ruffled skirt. fea-
turing beautiful polka dot patterned lace that matches 
the satin ribbon bows.Ties on the side can be used for size 

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 
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Our High Waist Brazilian cut panties mini briefs fea-
tures Italian printed lace. Tie Straps for adjustment at the 
waist. Crossing in the front design accents your curves at 
the midriff. Nylon Spandex blend. Black elastic trim.

ITALIAN FLORAL 
PRINTED LACE HIGH 
WAIST PANTIES

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Our High Waist Brazilian cut panties mini briefs fea
tures Italian printed lace. Tie 
waist. Crossing in the front design accents your curves at 
the midriff. Nylon 

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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Crotchless G-String features bead strand crotch and 
criss cross side strap accents. Huge bow in the back of 
the g-string. This very naughty girly girl piece is sure to 
amaze with generous views of the girly girl shape. Big 
bow accent on the back with beads gives this piece the 
feel of candy and bubble gum. Very playful.

CROTCHLESS 
G-STRING WITH BEAD 
STRAND

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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tring features bead strand crotch and 
uge bow in the back of 

the g-string. This very naughty girly girl piece is sure to 
amaze with generous views of the girly girl shape. Big 
bow accent on the back with beads gives this piece the 
feel of candy and bubble gum. Very playful.

eight 5’ to 5’10”; 
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This Crotchless Teddy is designed to compliment the 
outer lines of her shape.The beautiful edges of this 
garment are made to stand out, but more importantly, 
it highlights each amazing feminine curve on her body 
enhancing form and inspiring confidence. Watching 
her hips move under the dangling lace of the ties is sure 
to enhance even the best of views. This quality garment 
is made with fine white lace and black nylon spandex, 
trimmed with teal elastics. Lots of little bows accent the 
design and trim adding a kind of naughty innocence to 
the feel of this piece. Ties on both sides allow for easy 
adjustment to fit different body shapes and certain to 
enhance all shapes!

CROTCHLESS TEDDY 
WHITE/BLACK/TUR-
QUOISE

Size:  One Size fits most: Height 5’ to 5’10”; 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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This Crotchless Teddy is designed to compliment the 
outer lines of her shape.The beautiful edges of this 
garment are made to stand out, but more importantly, 
it highlights each amazing feminine curve on her body 
enhancing form and inspiring confidence. Watching 
her hips move under the dangling lace of the ties is sure 
to enhance even the best of views. This quality garment 
is made with fine white lace and black nylon spandex, 
trimmed with teal elastics. 
design and trim adding a kind of naughty innocence to 
the feel of this piece. Ties on both sides allow for easy 
adjustment to fit different body shapes and certain to 
enhance all shapes!

Size:  One Size fits most: 
Weight 90 to 155 lbs.

Color:  As Shown.
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PRODUCT  PACKAGING

Package features front and back view of 
the garment.

Package shows front view of the 
garment.

Contact us at info@faflingerie.com.
Order online at FAFlingerie.com. You must have a valid resale number, or appropriate business license, before we can process 

your order. 
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